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About This Game

Use your whole body and go for the goal! Introducing a soccer heading game for the HTC Vive on Steam. Take the pass from
your teammate and head the ball in! Beat the goalkeeper to earn points and aim for the top rankings.

Five difficulty levels to try

First-timers should start at Beginner. Makes a great party game!

When you’re ready, take on Amateur and Semi-Pro… or perhaps experienced soccer players are confident enough to
start here!

A real challenge is waiting for you at the Professional level.

If you’re a match for Legendary, maybe you should be in the pro leagues!

Game Features

Goalkeeper's skill and ball's trajectory vary with skill level

Get more attempts for as long as you can keep scoring goals. Rack up a high score!
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Leaderboard functionality to compete with your rivals around the world

The more you play, the better you'll become! There have even been reports of people seeing improvement in their real
soccer games...

* This game is a full-body VR experience. Before playing make sure your surroundings are clear of all friends, furniture,
children, spouses, cats, dogs, long-lost siblings, and important equipment entrusted to you by your clients.

* Playing in a soccer uniform is even more exciting, so give it a try! Please do not celebrate your goals too wildly while wearing
an HMD.
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As a puzzle game, I can't recommend this - the good puzzles are few and far between, and many are effectively guessing which
of the many possible correct answers you're supposed to give. The bulk of the game is a walking sim in the dark.

As a narrative game... ehh. There's nothing new or special. It goes on too long and has so much backtracking. If it were half the
length it would've left a better impression.. A lot of fun for sure. If you're a fan of 80s pop culture you'll love it.. This was my
first movie bought on steam. It was fu*king awesome! The end of the movie is dissapointing in my opinon but the rest of it is
pure awesomenes! You should buy it if on sale.
And yeah, you are not going to eat fish ever again.. I got this game just to run in the background while doing other things so my
parents could be proud of me.. I support you as always, loved the 1st one and love this one. What's not to like?? I didn't notice a
magnet perk for pick ups. Would like to see that addition please because some of the most of the power-ups go out of bounds
too often. Other than that, the only issue I had was the shoutcast internet radio option wouldn't work. Nothing would show up on
any of the 3 tabs so I just ended up using my own mp3 and haven't tried using my mp4s but I hope I can use those like in the 1st
one. Hope to see lots of DLC so I can throw more money at you because you are awesome. Thank you for making a part 2..
Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH has proved to be so far my favourite of the series. It has all the features which I hated most
about it's predecessors removed i.e The main menu mini game & tasks to complete while you're solving puzzles. Next it has all
of the my favourite features included, like being able to solve the puzzles in any order & the ability to turn of puzzle rotation.
Only negative I would say is the music. Normally I would like this kind of music in any other game. But in a tranquil game
about solving puzzles it just seemed a little to hectic for taste.. its a funny game. Try now! this digital comic comes with perfect
music!
Feel the esthetic of the 50's blessings with 80's style!
Get your animal mask that represents your murderous personality!

you can get all of them just for $29.99! (tax included). This is a challenging song for bass players with a very rapid, repetitive
riff. Definitely one of the best bass songs in the RS 2014 song list.
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Keyboard shortcuts in tutorial doesn't work for me, heck! Tutorial level got stuck...
Also, I encountered some text issues, therefore I won't look into game further. I've seen enough reasons not to play on other
reviews - basically game is boring, copying Plants vs Zombie idea, but moving into military field.. After avidly Jack Baileying
this game for Jack Bailey hours, I can easily say this game has a better Jack Bailey than any other Jack Baileys I have ever
played. The game is filled with shocking Jack Baileys and emotion-ripping Jack Baileys that far exceed the quality of Jack
Baileys like Jack Bailey 3 or Fallout: Jack Bailey. For a meer five $Jack Baileys you can get your Jack Bailey on honestly the
best Jack Bailey in existence. There are no Jack Baileys to how you can create your Jack Bailey's story in this masterpiece. You
can become a Jack Bailey whose struggling for Jack Baileys, Jack Baileying, and in desperate need of a Jack Bailey to support
Jack Bailey, or a Jack Bailey with a Jack Bailey, working as a Jack Bailey, living happily in his Jack Bailey. You can custom
Jack Bailey your own Jack Bailey, travel to different beautiful Jack Bailey's locations such as the Jack Bailey, or a Jack Bailey.
To sum this all up in a single Jack Bailey, Jack Bailey 3 is by far the highest quality Jack Bailey experience you can get at this
point in time, it has been put together perfectly with no Jack Bailey or Jack Bailey anywhere at any point in the game, and is
incredibly underrated.

I give it a 10/10, itsa Jack Bailey. You are a group of super heroes who punch nazis make of that what you wish. To me, this
game is like Kings Bounty meets Total War. A turn based strategy map where you move your hero around completing quests but
unlike Kings Bounty during fights it switches to a Total War real time combat with armies. Being a fan of both games, i
definitely enjoyed King Arthur II.

I loved leveling up the various hero units and equiping all manners of artifacts to them. Regular army units can be leveled up and
customized in various ways as well. The amount of unit variety and their abilities also made experimenting with different units
fairly enjoyable although you could stick with the same standard units and still steamroll the enemies. I also liked the magic
shield and spell mechanics in battle. The 'choose your own adventure' RPG quests also allows you to reap different
benefits/penalties depending on your choices which is also fun.

However, i did find the game somewhat linear and short. Beyond the main quest plots you really can't deviate that much. Sure
you could make evil choices during the RPG portions and become a tryrant but the main quests still remain the same. Enemies
or allies are fairly scripted and don't really do much of anything that could alter your strategy. And the controls can be a bit
clunky. My biggest annoyance was with the holdings/fiefdoms management. I had to constantly click through many windows to
upgrade the buildings and to figure out who was the liegelord of which holdings etc.

Overall i enjoyed the game and i think that if you liked Kings Bounty, you would probably enjoy this game as well.. My first
ever review on Steam, I'll be short.

If you like simplistic text-based sim like the old editions of Football manager, or more recently, Age of Gladiators( only with
more depth), the slow and grinding process of starting from the bottom of the ladder and meticulously building your way onto
the world stage and looking for hours to burn, it's worth a Big Mac.

To me, it's worth a medium rare at the Ritz. A cult game in the making.
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